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Bubba And The Cosmic Blood Suckers
It is the late 19th century and a mysterious airship orbits through the foggy skies. Its terrible secrets are sought by many, including
the Royal Society, a fraudulent evangelist, a fiendish vivisectionist, an evil millionaire and an assorted group led by the scientist
and explorer Professor Langdon St. Ives. Can St. Ives keep the alien homunculus out of the claws of the villainous Ignacio
Narbondo?
A dysfunctional British nuclear family seek a new life away from the big city in the sleepy Somerset countryside. At first their new
home, The Hollow, seems to embrace them, creating a rare peace and harmony within the family. But when the house turns on
them, it seems to know just how to hurt them the most—threatening to destroy them from the inside out. A stand-alone novel from
acclaimed author Kim Newman.
Before Bubba Ho-Tep, there was Bubba and the Cosmic Blood-Suckers. Subterranean Press is thrilled to announce the novellength prequel to the classic story, "Bubba Ho-Tep."
Lizzie Borden took an axe and gave her mother forty whacks; and when she saw what she had done, she gave her father fortyone.... The people of Fall River, Massachusetts, fear me. Perhaps rightfully so. I remain a suspect in the brutal deaths of my father
and his second wife despite the verdict of innocence at my trial. With our inheritance, my sister, Emma, and I have taken up
residence in Maplecroft, a mansion near the sea and far from gossip and scrutiny. But it is not far enough from the affliction that
possessed my parents. Their characters, their very souls, were consumed from within by something that left malevolent entities in
their place. It originates from the ocean’s depths, plaguing the populace with tides of nightmares and madness. This evil cannot
hide from me. No matter what guise it assumes, I will be waiting for it. With an axe.
Fifth title in Titan Books' Marvel fiction reissue program, featuring the classic Ant-Man story: Natural Enemy. SCOTT LANG'S
CRIMINAL PAST COMES BACK TO HAUNT HIM! Scott Lang -- the Astonishing Ant-Man -- has a new life in New York City with
his daughter, Cassie. Scott's determined to make it work: Cassie's in a good school, he's got a steady job, and he's finally ready to
explore that wide, safe, non-spandexed dating world. But despite his best intentions, Scott just can't stay out of the spotlight -- or
magnifying glass -- and it doesn't take long for his new life to fall apart. When an old partner-in-crime goes to trial, Scott and
Cassie are stuck with federal bodyguards. Scott is convinced the protection is unnecessary, but he hasn't calculated the teenager
factor! When trouble finds Cassie, Scott throws caution to the wind and dons the suit. But what is the villain really after? Awardwinning crime writer Jason Starr (Twisted City, Wolverine MAX) spins a thrilling tale of desperation, secrets, and microscopic
adventure.
Ash embarks on a soul-searching road trip to Texas on a hunch that Elvis Presley may still be alive and kicking (and supposedly
vanquished a mummy)! What follows is a series of universe-spanning events that involve an Elvis jumpsuit with special time-travel
abilities, a trip to 70's Vegas, plus the reveal of an evil new Book of the Dead, the Necronomicon Ho-Tep. Has Ash met his ultimate
match when trading barbs with a 4,000-year-old, foul-mouthed mummy who sucks souls? Can his idol Elvis mentor him through a
mid-life crisis before it becomes his final crisis? Join the adventure in a road-tripping, time-hopping groovy tale!
Dark magic is afoot in the City of Jackals... Eighty years Bijou the Artificer has been a Wizard of Messaline, building her servants
from precious scraps, living with the memory of a great love that betrayed her. She is ready to rest. But now her former apprentice,
Brazen the Enchanter, has brought her a speechless feral child poisoned by a sorcerous infection. Now, Messaline is swept by a
mysterious plague. Now the seeping corpses of the dead stalk the streets. Now, finally, Bijou's old nemesis--Bijou's old
love--Kaulas the Necromancer is unleashing a reeking half-death on Bijou's people. And only Bijou and her creatures wrought of
bone and jewels can save the City of Jackals from his final revenge.
From the creators of Harrow County and The Sixth Gun comes this gothic horror fantasy about a family of sorcerers in crisis.
Roman Black is the moribund patriarch of a family of powerful sorcerers. As his wicked and corrupt children fight over who will take
the reins of Manor Black and representative of the black arts, Roman adopts a young mage who he gifts his powers to with the
hope that someone good will take his place against the evil forces out to bring down his family and legacy. Collects Manor Black
issues #1-4 and featuring a sketchbook section and pinup art by Jill Thompson, Dan Brereton, Eric Henderson, and Greg
Smallwood.
In a village on the edge of the Frontier, D is among the warriors and mercenaries hired to defend the village from the Black Death, a notorious
bandit gang. But the bandits don’t arrive, and the village mayor dismisses the mercenaries. As D leaves the scene, he’s struck by “sunlight
syndrome”—the deadly ailment unique to dhampirs! * The twentieth volume of the series. * Features gorgeous black-and-white line
illustrations by Yoshitaka Amano. * Presented in English for the first time!
On the great plains of the old American west, enormous steam-powered robots march across the countryside. Their mission: to defend the
populace against invading Martians and armies of killer albino apes! The Steam Man, a giant metal man operated by a team of monster
hunters, seems to have the defense of the West well in hand, until a crazed and powerful vampire comes to town with the intention of bringing
forth the apocalypse!
What would it mean to discover an ancient language—a literal message—hidden within the DNA of life itself? What we once believed of our
past is about to change. . . . A coded message has been found within the molecules of life, deep within the DNA in each cell of our bodies.
Through a remarkable discovery linking Biblical alphabets to our genetic code, the "language of life" may now be read as the ancient letters of
a timeless message. Regardless of race, religion, heritage, or lifestyle, the message is the same in each cell of every woman, child, and man,
past and present. Sharing all-new, fascinating research, Gregg Braden discusses the life-changing discovery that led him from a successful
career in the aerospace and defense industries to an extensive 12-year study of the most sacred and honored traditions of humankind.
FINALLY BACK IN PRINT AND IN A SINGLE VOLUME-TWO NOVELS FEATURING VAMPIRES IN CLEVELAND Finally back in print,
Raven and The Flesh, The Blood, and The Fire are two boundary-breaking novels set in Cleveland, Ohio-but is this an average American city
with hardworking families striving to fulfill the American dream-or the kind of town where death is anything but final and one's neighbors may
not be as normal as they seem?
Return to the world of the cult-classic film with this prequel from the mind of its original creator! President Nixon has discovered an alien
threat, and he knows there's only one man he can reach out to for help: Elvis Presley. But will Elvis be enough to defeat a horde of Cosmic
Bloodsuckers? The 2002 Bubba Ho-Tep comedy-horror film based on the novella by Joe R. Lansdale is a fan-favorite that balances themes
of aging with the all-out whackiness of a soul-sucking mummy. This all-new story takes readers back to a world when Elvis truly was The
King!
THE GRAND FINALE! This is it! Mirka Andolfo's limited series phenomenon reaches its cataclysmic conclusion. Heads will roll, scores will be
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settled, and everyone will face their own personal demons. Okay, we're not telling you anything too specific, but after all, do you really want
us to spoil your surprise? Just know one thing: in the end, good always wins. But who or what is "good" in this wicked and dark fairytale?
This is a picture book about an invasion from Mars by ducks wearing silly silver suits and hip waders. The Martian ducks come out of the
ground and attempt to use a box of powdered ducks to conquer the Earth.
When Xango, ancient god of thunder, recovers the Third Eye of Shangri-La, a massive gem that restores his power, and sets off on a
rampage, it is up the father-son team of Rick and Alex O'Connell to thwart him.
The adventures of Vampire Hunter D continue! Vampires: murderous creatures in the shape of humans, they stalk the night feeding on the
blood of innocents. Seemingly immortal, they can be destroyed only by the use of a stake through the heart, severing of their heads, or
exposure to sunlight. By the year 12, 090 A.D. vampires have ruled the Earth for almost 300 years, and it is only these weaknesses that have
kept these foul monsters from totally overrunning the world. But what happens when those rules no longer apply? The village of Tsepesh sits
in the eternal shadow of an abandoned castle, a onetime stronghold of the Nobility, the vampire lords who rule the devastated wasteland of
the future. Ten years ago four children disappeared while playing near the castle, only to mysteriously reappear a month later. Now vampires
have begun to hunt in the daylight. Are the two events connected? The villagers turn to the vampire hunter known only as D, but as he follows
the children, now adults, the answers he finds may be more terrifying than anything he could ever imagine. FOR MATURE READERS
Elvis, John Henry, and the rest of the team get ready to take on a horde of vampires and an army of skeletons as they approach the house!
A new addition to the Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes series from science fiction and crime author Eric Brown. A second wave of
Martians has come to Earth - the first wave having succumbed to lethal Terran pathogens. The second wave, arriving some five years later,
did so with the aid of a cure for the various ills that scuppered their earlier plans - and these Martians claim to have come in peace.
Humankind, lulled into a false sense of security, welcomes the Martians who bring with them a host of technological and scientific wonders,
and for several years an entente exists between the two races. It is only when Holmes and Watson travel to the Red Planet, ostensibly to
track down the killer of an eminent Martian philosopher, that they learn the truth: the Martians who invaded Earth are tyrannical despots who
subjugated a 'lesser' race of their own kind, and are merely biding their time to enslave the citizens of Earth. With the assistance of antiMartian activist Miss Freya Hadfield-Bell, and a cadre of renegade Martians, Holmes and Watson escape Mars with their lives and return to
Earth where they hope to work to overcome the rule of the oppressive Martian overlords.
From the renowned, Hugo-nominated titan of science fiction comes a collection of his best short stories. “Kuttner is magic”’ (Joe R.
Lansdale). In seventeen classic stories, Henry Kuttner creates a unique galaxy of vain, protective, and murderous robots; devilish angels; and
warm and angry aliens. These stories include “Mimsy Were the Borogoves”—the inspiration for New Line Cinema’s major motion picture The
Last Mimzy—as well as “Two-Handed Engine,” “The Proud Robot,” “The Misguided Halo,” “The Voice of the Lobster,” “Exit the Professor,”
“The Twonky,” “A Gnome There Was,” “The Big Night,” “Nothing But Gingerbread Left,” “The Iron Standard,” “Cold War,” “Or Else,”
“Endowment Policy,” “Housing Problem,” “What You Need,” and “Absalom.” “[A] pomegranate writer: popping with seeds—full of ideas.”
—Ray Bradbury
12,090 A.D. It is a dark time for the world. Humanity is just crawling out from over 300 years of domination by the race of vampires known as
the Nobility. The war against the vampires has taken its toll; cities lie in ruin, the countryside is fragmented into small villages and fiefdoms
that still struggle against nightly raids by the fallen vampires - and the remnants of their genetically manufactured demons and werewolves...
Reality 36 Richards and Klein are a 22nd century Holmes and Watson...except Richards is a highly advanced AI and Klein is a German exmilitary cyborg. Together, they must journey through the Great Firewall of China into the renegade digital realm of Reality 36, in search of a
missing AI rights activist. But what they find will threaten their entire world. Omega Point K52 is an AI with a diabolical plan: to create an
artificial reality of the entire universe, and learn to control the real universe in turn. And only Richards and Klein can stop it. File Under:
Science Fiction [ The Great Firewall | Net Profit | Don't Upload | Remurder ]
A two-part novella, with stories that are interrelated and share themes which cross over a thousand years (a chiliad).
Years before facing the cowboy hat-wearing mummy Bubba Ho-Tep in the Shady Acres Convalescent Home, Elvis found himself battling
interdimensional body-dessicating beings at the behest of his manager, Colonel Parker. Joining him on this journey is clairvoyant Blind Man,
master-planner Jack, hammer-swinging John Henry, bodyguard Johnny Smack, and trainee Jenny Jo Dallas. Down in New Orleans awaits
the Big Mama, who would like nothing more than to drain the "Jacked-Up Mojo" from the group.

Bubba has an encounter with a ghost that isn’t quite what you’re expecting. And that’s nothing compared to what happens next…
Hard-hitting Stories from the Creator of Monster Hunter International. The second volume of short stories from nationally bestselling author Larry Correia. More stories from the creator of Monster Hunter International, The Grimnoir Chronicles, and the Saga
of the Forgotten Warrior. The second volume collecting all of best-selling author Larry Correia's short stories, novelettes, and
novellas. Correia's novels are known for their hard-hitting, no-holds-barred action sequences, in-depth worldbuilding, and vivid
characterization. Now, Correia turns to the short form to deliver short stories that take no prisoner. At the publisher's request, this
title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Larry Correia and the Monster Hunter International series:
“[E]verything I like in fantasy: intense action scenes, evil in horrifying array, good struggling against the darkness, and most of all
people—gorgeously flawed human beings faced with horrible moral choices that force them to question and change and
grow.”—Jim Butcher on Son of the Black Sword “[A] no-holds-barred all-out page turner that is part science fiction, part horror, and
an absolute blast to read.”—Bookreporter.com “If you love monsters and action, you’ll love this book. If you love guns, you’ll love
this book. If you love fantasy, and especially horror fantasy, you’ll love this book.”—Knotclan.com “A gun person who likes science
fiction—or, heck, anyone who likes science fiction—will enjoy [these books] . . . The plotting is excellent, and Correia makes you care
about the characters . . . I read both books without putting them down except for work . . . so whaddaya waitin’ for? Go and buy
some . . . for yourself and for stocking stuffers.”—Massad Ayoob “This lighthearted, testosterone-soaked sequel to 2009's Monster
Hunter International will delight fans of action horror with elaborate weaponry, hand-to-hand combat, disgusting monsters, and an
endless stream of blood and body parts.”—Publishers Weekly on Monster Hunter Vendetta
WELCOME TO THE ZOMBIE HOLY LAND Looking to cure Bub's condition, Chihiro and company have finally arrived at ZoMA
HQ. There, they are greeted by ZoMA's chief, Salva Arnschent Kurumiya, along with his adorable zombie daughter, Rosarie. This
place has been called the zombie "holy land" but with cute girls like these to tickle Chihiro's fancy, could this be a bit of zombie
"paradise"? Meanwhile, the Chief has taken an interest in Rea and conducts a series of tests to probe her unique zombie state. Is
Rea's rare condition the key to suppressing the "turbid period"?
Bubba Ho-Tep and the Cosmic Blood-SuckersIDW Publishing
The return of a cult icon! Murderers may escape the law, but they're not safe from the vengeance of The Crow in this all-new story.
Follow David through the streets of Rome, as he deals with the memories and emotional pain of his loss and seeks holy
vengeance against the terrorists that murdered him and his girlfriend. This new story continues the major themes of the original
indie-comics cult classic that spawned a goth franchise. Also includes a short story by Micol Beltramini and Angelo Mennillo.
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Ever since a cosmic phone call brought Belldandy, Urd and Skuld — a trio of literal young goddesses — to live in college student
Keiichi's residence, his personal life has been turned upside-down, sideways, and sometimes even into strange dimensions! No
sooner has Urd's mother left, then Keiichi and Megumi's father shows up! But whatever you do, don't call him that. It's just "Keimasan." Try to show him respect by saying "Father," and he'll smack you upside the head. You see, he simply wants to be treated as
an individual. Also, if you're a woman, don't approach any closer than one meter to Keima-san — because he'll run away. Only his
wife is ever permitted that close. Well then, what in the world must Mrs. Morisato be like? Don't call "Mother" that either — because
you're about to meet her too!
Return to the world of the cult-classic film with this prequel from the mind of its original creator! President Nixon has discovered an
alien threat, and he knows there's only one man he can reach out to for help: Elvis Presley. But will Elvis be enough to defeat a
horde of Cosmic Blood-Suckers? This all-new story takes readers back to a world when Elvis truly was The King!
Bubba, along with a cast and crew that includes the legendary John Henry, board the Nocturne in order to head to a safehouse
that will serve as the team's headquarters. But all of this attracts the attention of Mother - and she is not pleased.
A fantasy/mystery series with a unique Japanese flavor perfect for fans of Noragami: Stray God and Tokyo Ghoul. Both touched
by spirits called yokai, Kotoko and Kuro have gained unique superhuman powers. But to gain her powers Kotoko has given up an
eye and a leg, and Kuro's personal life is in shambles. So when Kotoko suggests they team up to deal with renegades from the
spirit world, Kuro doesn't have many other choices, but Kotoko might just have a few ulterior motives...
From the mind of creator Joe R. Lansdale comes a prequel to the cult-classic film! President Nixon has discovered an alien threat,
and he knows there's only one man he can reach out to for help: Elvis Presley. But will Elvis be enough to defeat a horde of
Cosmic Blood-Suckers?
The true story of Folke Bernadotte’s heroic rescue of 30,000 prisoners during WWII In one of the most amazing rescues of WWII,
the Swedish head of the Red Cross rescued more than 30,000 people from concentration camps in the last three months of the
war. Folke Bernadotte did so by negotiating with the enemy — shaking hands with Heinrich Himmler, the head of the Gestapo.
Time was of the essence, as Hitler had ordered the destruction of all camps and everyone in them. A Forgotten Hero chronicles
Folke’s life and extraordinary journey, from his family history and early years to saving thousands of lives during WWII and his
untimely assassination in 1948. A straightforward and compelling narrative, A Forgotten Hero sheds light on this important and
heroic historical figure.
The epic conclusion! Vampires, skeletons, ghosts, and the King! Don’t miss it!
Prepare to meet the wicked progeny of the master of modern horror. In Lovecraft's Monsters, H. P. Lovecraft's most famous
creations—Cthulhu, Shoggoths, Deep Ones, Elder Things, Yog-Sothoth, and more—appear in all their terrifying glory. Each story is
a gripping new take on a classic Lovecraftian creature, and each is accompanied by a spectacular original illustration that captures
the monsters' unique visage. Contributors include such literary luminaries as Neil Gaiman, Joe R. Lansdale, Caitlín R. Kiernan,
Karl Edward Wagner, Elizabeth Bear, and Nick Mamatas. The monsters are lovingly rendered in spectacular original art by World
Fantasy Award–winning artist John Coulthart (The Steampunk Bible). Legions of Lovecraft fans continue to visit his bizarre
landscapes and encounter his unrelenting monsters. Now join them in their journey...if you dare.
Andrew Yancy—late of the Miami Police and soon-to-be-late of the Monroe County sheriff’s office—has a human arm in his freezer.
There’s a logical (Hiaasenian) explanation for that, but not for how and why it parted from its shadowy owner. Yancy thinks the
boating-accident/shark-luncheon explanation is full of holes, and if he can prove murder, the sheriff might rescue him from his
grisly Health Inspector gig (it’s not called the roach patrol for nothing). But first—this being Hiaasen country—Yancy must negotiate
an obstacle course of wildly unpredictable events with a crew of even more wildly unpredictable characters, including his just-ex
lover, a hot-blooded fugitive from Kansas; the twitchy widow of the frozen arm; two avariciously optimistic real-estate speculators;
the Bahamian voodoo witch known as the Dragon Queen, whose suitors are blinded unto death by her peculiar charms; Yancy’s
new true love, a kinky coroner; and the eponymous bad monkey, who with hilarious aplomb earns his place among Carl Hiaasen’s
greatest characters. Here is Hiaasen doing what he does better than anyone else: spinning a tale at once fiercely pointed and
wickedly funny in which the greedy, the corrupt, and the degraders of what’s left of pristine Florida—now, of the Bahamas as
well—get their comeuppance in mordantly ingenious, diabolically entertaining fashion.
The novel that was the basis for the hit motion picture Vampire Hunter D: Bloodlustis available in English for the first time! The
third volume of the popular Japanese series Vampire Hunter D comes to America in Vampire Hunter D: Demon Deathchase. The
vampire hunter known only as D has been hired by a wealthy, dying man to find his daughter, who was kidnapped by the powerful
vampire Lord Meierlink. Though humans speak well of Meierlink, the price on his head is too high for D to ignore and he sets out to
save her before she can be turned into an undead creature of the night. In the nightmare world of 12090 A.D., finding Meierlink
before he reaches the spaceport in the Clayborn States and gets off the planet will be hard enough, but D has more than just
Meierlink to worry about. The dying man is taking no chances, and has also enlisted the Marcus family, a renegade clan of four
brothers and a sister who don't care who they kill as long as they get paid. Beautiful illustrations by Yoshitaka Amano complement
the post-apocalyptic plot, filled with chilling twists. FOR MATURE READERS
"The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown." --H. P.
LOVECRAFT, "Supernatural Horror in Literature" Howard Phillips Lovecraft forever changed the face of horror, fantasy, and
science fiction with a remarkable series of stories as influential as the works of Poe, Tolkien, and Edgar Rice Burroughs. His
chilling mythology established a gateway between the known universe and an ancient dimension of otherworldly terror, whose
unspeakable denizens and monstrous landscapes--dread Cthulhu, Yog-Sothoth, the Plateau of Leng, the Mountains of
Madness--have earned him a permanent place in the history of the macabre. In Tales of the Cthulhu Mythos, a pantheon of horror
and fantasy's finest authors pay tribute to the master of the macabre with a collection of original stories set in the fearsome
Lovecraft tradition: ¸ The Call of Cthulhu by H. P. Lovecraft: The slumbering monster-gods return to the world of mortals. ¸
Notebook Found in a Deserted House by Robert Bloch: A lone farmboy chronicles his last stand against a hungering backwoods
evil. ¸ Cold Print by Ramsey Campbell: An avid reader of forbidden books finds a treasure trove of deadly volumes--available for a
bloodcurdling price. ¸ The Freshman by Philip José Farmer: A student of the black arts receives an education in horror at notorious
Miskatonic University. PLUS EIGHTEEN MORE SPINE-TINGLING TALES!
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